
VOICE OF CUSTOMER: Team Meeting #2 Minutes:  21JL2016 
Facilitator:   Gary Todd 
Secretary:    Troy Robinson 
VOC Team Members: Matt Garbarino, Todd Kirchoff, Ron Laws, Troy 

Robinson, Mike Seall, Mark Watson, Gary Todd 
 
REVIEW 

 Spent a fair amount of time to add clarity on VOC and why CI should 
implement. 

 VOC does not necessarily lead to immediate sales of machines/services. 
 Reviewed C Chen’s interview with G. Todd. 
 Reviewed executive summary/outline. 

 
VOC Program @ CI 
 

 Formalizing the scope Mission/Vision: 
o Mission:  To implement a rigorous VOC program… 
o Vision:  To have a working program that is acceptable to all CI 

employees and customers to help CI offer higher tech products, 
apply for patents/IP, improve quality, add to the bottom line for 
shareholders, add greater customer satisfaction, delight our 
customers, reduce risk, listening and looking at the big picture to 
truly understand the customers’ needs, to help CI achieve its 
corporate mission. 

 
VOC Program:  Items to be included  
 

1. How to interview an: 
 

2. External Customer that is a:  
a. Current customer 
b. New customer 
c. Not a customer 

 
3. Internal customer that is a:   

a. Current customer 
b. New customer 
c. Not a customer 

 
4. Suggestive items for external/internal Interviews should be: 

a. Conducted in person 
b. Should not be longer than XXX minutes 
c. Two people should be in every interview (note taker and 

interviewer) 
d. Interview a variety of levels for a broader response.  



e. If possible the two people (note taker and interviewer) should come 
from different back backgrounds/departments 

f. Suggested that the interviews be practiced prior to the real 
interview 

g. The interviews should be unbiased 
h. The interview could also be done through observation.  Walking 

through departments, watching them work.   
i. Have a CI parting gift. 
j. Reach out to senior CI management for help with interview prep. 
k. The interview should be with unbiased individuals. 
l. Notes should be consolidated within XXX hours and should be 

direct quotes and not assumptions/interpretations, paraphrases, 
etc.  

 
Homework assignments: 
 
Task 
 

Team Member 

Website Island with pass word Matt Garbarino 
How will this be documented?   Word document?  Drill 
down capabilities?  Other?  Any team member is 
encouraged to give input on this. 

Gary Todd 
With Team 
participation 

Starting point of program … Develop consistent unique 
outline that we can follow.  Rough out program outline with 
some completed detail.  Form small Team group for 
assistance. 

Gary Todd 

Mission/Vision … Each team member is to write out what 
they believe is the VOC team Mission and Vision 

Each Team 
Member 

Definition of customer Internal/External … Each team 
member is to write out their definitions of internal and 
external customer 

Each Team 
Member 

 
Note: This task list may be added to in order to make Meeting #3 productive. 


